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About This Content

Enhance your Crusader Kings II Experience with the Russian Unit Pack. The Russian Unit Pack adds unique unit graphics for
the Russian and Alan cultures.

Crusader Kings II explores one of the defining periods in world history in an experience crafted by the masters of Grand
Strategy. Medieval Europe is brought to life in this epic game of knights, schemes, and thrones...
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Minimum:

OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb graphics memory required.

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:3-button mouse and keyboard

English,German,French
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crusader kings 2 russian unit pack

If you love truck world ... try it. Okay, I'd like to start with saying that I absolutely LOVE Woodsy Studios. That being said, this
game is really not worth the full price. If this is your first Woodsy Studios game, PLEASE DON'T JUDGE THEM BASED
OFF OF THIS. This was their first game, and that fact is made evident throughout the gameplay.

I actually couldn't bring myself to finish this game because I lost interest.

This review is purely my opinion, but I reccommend buying it at a reduced price if you choose to buy it for yourself.

PROS:

.Nice soundtrack

.Variety of characters

.Good overall plan to differentiate it from similar games

.Choose whether MC is male or female

CONS:

.Atrocious illustrations (but you can adjust to them as you play)

.Unrelatable characters/character ambitions not explained or given motive, just emotionlessly change opinions

.Differences in dialogue dependent on when you choose to look into people's minds - as good as this feature could've been, the
MC sometimes acts rude or erratic depending on what they've read in people's minds, and give away what they've learnt through
mind reading; but all the other characters remain aloof, even though there's no way the MC should know half of what they do.

.Only character I actually liked was not in it much and ended up amounting to nothing (yes i'm salty)

.Poorly executed idea, with characters who change frequently and without an obvious reason to

.Boring dialogue (I ended up clicking through a lot of it, which is something I usually try to avoid because I love visual novels)

.Very detailed - I know this is not usually a con, but I sometimes find it is when stories are written too intricately. As someone
with a short attention span, despite the visuals, I still got fidgety. A lot of plot points were explained in an elongated way when
there was no need.

I usually replay games to earn the achievements, but this is a game that I most likely will not replay.

If you want to play Woodsy Studios' more recent games, play Serafina's Crown (which is a bit slow paced at the very beginning,
but you can skip through without missing much) and Echoes of the Fey (which is amazing and ongoing so get into it now so you
can brag to your friends that you played it before them). Its far from polished, does not look that good for a 2013 title, but i was
a fan of it when it came out and am supper happy that its back. The new devs are doing a gr8 job at fixing bugs and keeping the
game up and running for the following it has. For the small price they sell it for it is more than just worth it if you are a fan of
survival horror games and co-op/ pvp. this is not a director's cut. this is a making-of. if you are interested in the process of
making a puzzle game, you buy this. if you are not, skip.. Everything about this game is great except for the gameplay. Keeping
in mind the game is 6 years old, the 1996 Tomb Raider was better in my opinions. The puzzles in this game weren't even
puzzles. None take less than a minute to solve and more than 2 steps. There is 1.5 boss fights(unless you call an occasional wave
of basic enemies a boss fight). One of which takes less than 20 seconds and other being suitable a first boss fight but not a final.
It feels as if they completed the game and realized they forgot the tombs so added some tombs that are no bigger than my
apartment and are all completable in under 3 minutes. The acrobatics in the original were more fun and more skill based as this
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was the easiest game I ever played. The 100's of little items hidden around the environment force you to constantly mash the
instinct button the whole way through if you want 100% completion. The game gives you no chance to do it on your own before
giving hints. If something requires an arrow, there will be enough arrows outside for an army and so on for any other task. The
graphics and sceneries were done well but no eerie or amazing dark temples, mainly slums. The game had so much potential but
it was just too tedious. A decent game but a bad Tomb Raider. Not worth the money.. This is a top-down shooter in the Hotline
Miami style. Bullets hurt a lot, so the small decisions you make are really important because both you and your enemies go down
FAST when hit, in fact one-hit kills and deaths are very common. Again, very much like Hotline Miami.

What separates this game from its inspiration is its cloning mechanic. You have an energy pool that can be used to make a
ghost\/clone, and it depletes once your ghost moves far enough away. This ghost can be used to scout potentially unsafe areas, to
explode and take out enemies, or to take control of an enemy. That enemy can sneak past others, unless you make him attack
them, at which point everyone who can will attempt to kill him. So basically a controlled enemy is a stealthy you, and also an
extra life. And killing guards is the main way to get more energy. There are energy packs on some walls too, but each level has a
very small number of them, they get depleted fast, and then they recharge very slowly.

The shooting is decent, except that getting shot by someone off-screen is extremely common, because you view isn't as wide as
their perception range. This forces you to use the ghost to scout. But your energy bar depletes pretty quickly when the ghost is
only a medium distance away. So you have to manage energy by quickly finding a guard to possess. And your energy still runs
out while possessing. So hurry up and kill people to get more energy. Hopefully the enemies aren't just out of your reach.

So here's how playing a level looked for me: Find a safe wall to hide behind. Send a ghost to scout around. Find and control a
close enemy. Use that guy to kill as many other enemies as possible. Repeat until I can't find anymore, then move forward and
repeat the whole thing. Inevitably I'd run out of energy, now I gingerly walk around hoping I don't get shot by someone I can't
see.

So I got frustrated and bored after a few hours. The possession stuff is a really cool concept, but it's execution makes the game
more tense and frustrating that I can deal with. Widening that view to equalize what you and the enemies can see would fix a lot
of these problems, but may make the game too easy. Full disclosure, I also got really frustrated with Hotline Miami too.. Lots of
new quality voiceacting, two solid maps that I'll take any day over something like Summoner's Peak. A bossfight that is a breath
of fresh air to the gameplay. And to top it all off an extremely satisfying weapon.

Is it worth the full price for most people? Probably not. Get it on a sale. If you're an enthusiast though, go for it.
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Tralfagar, scramble!

Though there really isn't much dialogue or story to the game, the gist of SATAZIUS involves pirate-infested planet Satazius, and
assault ship Tralfagar's crew taking immeasurable odds on to wade through fleet after fleet of enemies, and destroy the pirates'
base situated there.

The customization of the game is quite interesting. You're granted a Main weapon, which will always fire when the button is
held down, and two Sub weapons, which you can switch between, and will fire alongside your main weapon. (The homing orbs
in particular are my favorite, possibly because I'm no crack shot when it comes to these sort of games.) In addition, you're given
a more powerful Charge weapon, which you can fire off once you've fired with your Main/Sub weapons long enough.

Now, to actual gameplay. On the field, you'll find powerups that augment your currently equipped weapons (however, the Sub
weapon powerup will only affect the currently active Sub weapon, so be careful!), speed, score, and a powerup that will generate
a shield around you, effectively making you invincible for one shot. Oh, and like most traditional shooters, one shot will mean
the end for you. (Alternatively, you can crash into a wall, like me.) However, you're given three more retries, until it's the end.
Make those count.

... Or don't, and finish the game without dying, like the professional shooter veteran that you are.

Alternatively, don't do that either, because even if you're skilled at the genre, it's a pretty brutal game.. When I first got this
game I thought it was a lovely game to play while I waited for other games to download. Couldn't be happier to recommend it.

Now, the game's server doesn't exist and each game mode seems to want to check the server when you leave them creating a
hang or crash.

Don't buy it. avoid.. I've played commandos 2 back in the days and comparing to this game I must say that 2 is more better than
3 but this game is not that ugly tho. missions are hard but doable. You'll very much rely on the quicksave feature. Multiplayer
doesn't work and pretty much everything is ok to me.. I love this game!
I played it for free on newgrounds and I got so hooked, I bought the game.
It's the perfect game to play for 30-60 minutes when you only have a little bit of time.
I'm the speedrunny type since I mostly die because I rush forward to fast but I love the fast gameplay and the constant danger
that the character faces because of the games permadeath mechanics. It's thrilling and it's great. Just don't get too disappointed
when you die for the 5th time to some enemy in level 6.

My only point of criticism is that playing the rogue in the game after which it is named... is kind of a bore. I did eventually get
the rogue to finish below 30 minutes, but it's just not as exciting to play... I'm sure they'll fix that eventually.

Summary: Great Roguelike, 6 bucks well spent!. Still better than No Mans Sky. A great game, possibly my favorite Introversion
game so far (although Uplink is also a lot of fun). Despite its simple appearence, there is strategy that only makes itself apparent
once you have experience. The controls are great, and the AI is surprisingly good, although after a little while you can win
without too much difficulty most of the time even setting them to hard mode. Somehow, it stays fresh even after hours of play.
Reccomended.. Loved this! Just wish it were a lot longer than it is. Maybe they will come out with more someday. Deffinately
worth a try.. I played this game because of the thighs on the characters! The game so far is fun! It took me forever to realized
that I could rotate the shapes for the totems and that if you press control on the keyboard you do a special attack. I played using
only the keyboard and it feels totally normal.. This game reminded me of "Alien" for the SNES(?), just with better graphics and
crab-like alien enemies.

3-4 hours game

Not a bad game, tho i never found the cryo ammo, otherwise worth checking out.
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